
Usage Insights
Integrated, proactive management. Easy and free.

See What You Use at a Glance in a Modern UI at No Added Cost

• Automated visualization of capacity usage and entitlements

• All protected servers, licensing types, predictive analytics, and internal visualization in one place

• Configurable alerts and immediate identification of growth spikes.

Today’s organizations require modern, multi-cloud data management, and they also need greater control of their enterprise data 

management costs. Getting valuable insight from your data can empower you to spot trends, plan budgets, and anticipate your future 

needs.

Veritas Usage Insights helps you manage your NetBackup environment more efficiently. With accurate, near real-time reporting, it 

provides users with dashboard-level visibility to the entire amount of data protected.  This makes operational budgeting easier by 

identifying license and renewal requirements quickly and easily, so that there are never any surprises.

Usage Insights is enabled during a NetBackup install or upgrade, and it is included in the new Veritas software subscription licenses. It 

provides instant insight across your entire NetBackup infrastructure, with an easy-to-use UI and integrated help tools; and it allows you 

to share information effortlessly with your management and compliance teams as required.

Figure 1:  At-a-glance view of data backed up vs. entitlements for each license type



About Veritas

Veritas Technologies is a global leader in data protection and availability. Over 80,000 customers—
including 95% of the Fortune 100—rely on us to abstract IT complexity and simplify data 
management. The Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform automates the protection and 
orchestrates the recovery of data everywhere it lives, ensures 24/7 availability of business-critical 
applications, and provides enterprises with the insights they need to comply with evolving data 
regulations. With a reputation for reliability at scale and a deployment model to fit any need, Veritas 
Enterprise Data Services Platform supports more than 800 different data sources, over 100 
different operating systems, more than 1,400 storage targets, and more than 60 different cloud 
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Save Time

• Run a check in five minutes or less

• Eliminate spreadsheets and lengthy, manual usage data pulls across multiple servers

• Receive proactive notification when you’re nearing your entitlement limits..

 
Plan for the Future — Optimize for Today

• Always know what you’re backing up

• Forecast and manage your infrastructure growth with predictive trendlines

• Easily plan and budget for each of your accounts

Figure 2:  Project future growth based on historical usage data

With Usage Insights, you can eliminate the use of complex, manual reports, so your workforce can focus on more productive tasks. You 

can use trend data to optimize your storage, identify growth spikes, and remediate issues. You can share information with leadership, 

compliance teams, and other stakeholders by emailing reports or downloading dashboards directly from the interface. And most 

importantly, you can ensure costs are minimized through proactive budgeting and effective future planning.

Ensure greater alignment with your future IT plans and get more agility, innovation, control, and value from your investment.  

Enable Usage Insights in your NetBackup environment today.
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